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Scorsone Resigns Three
Government Positions
BY BOB BABBAGE
Staff Reporter
Ernesto Scorsone resigned
from three student
government positions on
Monday, Student Association
President James Pratt,
announced at the Student
Senate meeting Tuesday.
Scorsone was previously
chairman of the Student
Rights committee, Chief
Justice of Student Court, and
member of the Colioquia
Steering Cluster.
Last year Scorsone was a
candidate for student member
to the Board of Regents. Bob
Babbage Jr., the winning
candidate and present student

Board member said that he
was shocked at Scorsone's
resignations.
Babbage praised Scorsone's
accomplishments and said,
"both the Student Rights
Committee and Colioquia are
existing this year almost
completely due to Ernesto's
efforts."
In Tuesday's meeting of
the Student Senate, Pratt
named Steve Stanley as new
Chief Justice of Student
Court. Sharon Tackett was
appointed to Student Court,
to fill the vacancy. Gary
Shockley was appointed as
chairman of the Student
Rights Committee and Chuck
Kelhoffer was named to fill
the Student Righto Committee

Grill Remains Open
Until Thanksgiving
James Pratt, Student
Association President,
announced yesterday that the
Student Union Grill will
remain open until 11 p.m. as
in the past trial week. This .
time change will continue
until Thanksgiving when a
re-evaluation will be made.
The topic of early closing
hours of the grill was brought
before the Student Senate in a
meeting earlier this year. Pratt
was requested to send a letter
to the proper authorities
asking cohsidWitioiTTJrK!eT~
dosing hours of the grill.
President Martin
established a week which
November 2 for a trial

period of the 11 p.m. closing
hours to test the support of
the students.
After studying the figures
on the number of people
passing the cashier and talking
with Larry O. Martin, Director
of Food Services, Pratt said
that he was convinced that a
satisfactory level of monetary
influx had been obtained.
Pratt wrote a letter to
President Martin suggesting
"since no monetary loss has
been incurred and students are
"ifljSporting the grill, I suggest
that it remain open until 11
p.m. until such a time that
lack of support require the
service be discontinued."

vacancy.
Scorsone had no comment
when asked what his reasons
may have been for resigning
his positions in student
government. He was however,
present at this week's Student
Senate meeting and had a
correction to make in the
minutes of the previous
Senate session.
The minutes said the
Student Righto Committee
had conferred with several
city and government
personnel concerning the
legality of taxation in
Brockton.
Scoresone claimed, he had
not investigated the tax issue
but Donald Smith, Assistant
Dean of Student Affairs was
responsible for the
investigation.
Bill Parker, representing
Circle K, requested that Jim
Pratt send a letter to Dr.
Martin concerning two items
on campus. One was that the
water tower next to Alumni
Coliseum be painted, the
other item was a request that
the new traffic lights be kept
flashing late at night when
traffic is hot heavy enough to
require their operation. Pratt
agreed to send the letter.
Charles Abner requested
another letter to be sent to
the proper officials on campus
inquiring whether the time
between classes could be
extended.
Abner explained that
students who must walk from
the Begley Building are rushed
and don't make it to their
classes on time. Pratt again
Continued on Pag* ft
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Eastern Chosen
For ROTC Film
Eastern's ROTC program
has been chosen by the U.S.
Department of Defense to be
the subject of an
informational movie for
nationwide showing to students
preparing to enter college.
Eastern's program was
selected from the 283 ROTC
programs conducted in
colleges and universities across
the nation by the Department.
The movie, recently filmed
on the Eastern campus and at
Fort Benning, Georgia, is a
purely educational and
informational picture, not
designed to sample student or
faculty opinion about the
ROTC, Defense Department
spokesmen said.
Cadet's Career

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE camera
crews move their equipment into the halls of
the Begley Building to make a documentary
for national distribution. Officials chose

paid and Registrar's Card is
stamp ted to that effect.
If a student should fail to
clear his account and register
by December 9 then he will
have to return and complete
registration during the regular
registration period.

The shooting script,
prepared by scenario writers
for the N. W. Ayer Co. of
Philadelphia, employed by the
Department to make the film,
follows the career of a cadet
from the time he enters the
ROTC program, through,
summer camp, to his
commissioning and entry into
the armed services as an
officer. Summer camp
sequences were shot at Fort
Benning.
The director of the film it
Julius Potoscny.
The film will be released,
mainly for showing at high
schools and some colleges and
universities, in about six
months.
The campus sequences,
filmed at Eastern, took
approximately one week to
complete.

Those students who fail to
pay their fees by December 9
should retain all registration
materials and report to the
side door of the auxiliary
gym, Alumni Coliseum during
regular registration by 8 a.m.
of the day their alphabetical
group registers. Following
payment of fees I.D. cards will
be validated for spring, 1970.

President Pleased
Dr. Robert R. Martin, said
he is pleased that the Defense
Department "thought enough
of Eastern's ROTC program
and faculties to come here to
make a film about it as a
model program for education
and informational purposes.
Colonel Joseph L. Pliant,
professor of military science,

Eastern's ROTC department over 243 others
across the country to be the subject of the
film which will be shown early next year.

Students Pre-register In
First Week Of December
Pre-registration will be held
The advisor's approval of
December 7 through 9 this, the trial schedule should be
year. This will involve thoee<£»obtained before signing up for
freshmen who have mid-term any classes. All advisors may
grades of "C" or better and be found in their offices.
are not on probation and for Locations for registering will
upperclassmen and graduate be available in the schedule
students who are not on books, which should be
probation, have no failing available around the first of
grades and not more than one December.
"D" at mid-term.
Having received class cards
Packet distribution and and advisor's approval of
registration will be from 8 to Registrars Card proceed to
11 a.m. and 1-4 p.m.. Monday the foyer between the Coates
through Wednesday. Students Administration Building and
are not to be excused from Jones Building for check out
classes for pre-registration. with Registrar and payment of
The following steps are the fees. Class Cards will not be
procedure for pre-registration. taken and I.D. cards will not
Pre-registration packets be validated until all fees are
should be obtained in
accordance with the following
alphabetical schedule.
Undergraduates may pick up
their packets at the
. registrar's, office, Room 15
Coates Administration
Building and graduate
BY BOB BABBAGE
I students should report to the
Staff Reporter
Graduate School Office,
Room 214 Administration
A majority of Eastern men
Building.
surveyed have registered their
■ The schedule for the favor of a voluntary ROTC
packet distribution is: program, as the Student
Monday, December 7-8:30 Senate Committee attempting
a.m. S-Z, 1 to 4 p.m. L-R; to determine student opinion
Tuesday, December 8:30 to on Eastern's Army ROTC
11:30 a.m. E-K, 1 to 4 p.m., passed the halfway mark in
A-D; Wednesday, December 9, their effort to reach at least
8:30 to 11:30 a.m. all those 2,000 of the male students.
who failed to pick up packets
Chuck Kelhoffer, the
on Monday and Tuesday.
Senator heading the
After obtaining the packet committee, gave the unofficial
students should report to the petition totals as 215 for the
second floor . hallway of pesent mandatory program
Coates Administration and 950 for a voluntary
Building for fee cards, housing program.
and automobile registration.
Kelhoffer said that he

Voluntary ROTC Favored
By Majority Of Men Surveyed

Admiration and awe are reflected on
faces of these youngsters as they seek
autograph of Meadowlark Lemon,
perennial Globetrotter star. Lemon and

the
the
the
his

fellow basketballers beat the New Jersy Reds
as usual last Thursday night in Alumni
Coliseum.

hoped to see at least 2,000
total names come in on the
petitions. "I'd be very pleased
and consider the effort a
success if we could end up
with twice as many names as
we have now." In the
beginning Kelhoffer set a goal
of reaching at least half of the
on-campus male population.
Kelhoffer, a sophomore
who is the Speaker pro-tem of
the Student Senate, added
that he is not rushing the
volunteers who are circulating
the petitions through the
dormitories. "Since the
Administration's committee
isn't due to begin their study
until second semester, so
we're taking our time." He

is chairman of the Eastern
Department of Military
Science, which administers the
ROTC program
Successful completion of
the complete program
qualifies students to be
commissioned in one of IS
branches of the U.S. Army.
Colonel Pilant said, "The
film will have great value in
improving ROTC programs
throughout the country. On
behalf of the Army, I
appreciate very much the
cooperation of the
univeristy-students, faculty,
and the administration
ahke-in assisting us with the
project."

EKU Students
Convicted On
Drug Charges
Four Eastern students and
three former students were
convicted in Madison Circuit
Court this week after being
found guilty on charges of
possessing and/or selling
dangerous drugs.
One student, Henry
Phillips, pleaded guilty to the
charge of possession for sale
to others and was given a
one-year prison sentence.
Two other students, Jack
Wheatley and Sharmaine
Walden, pleaded innocent of
aiding and abetting Phillips,
Wl ,»ere convlcteiyte^ a
jury trial. Wheatley was fined ' »1
$500 and confined to prison
for six months. Walden was
fined $250 and given a three- imonth sentence.
A fourth student, Tim
Mastin, who purchased
marijuana from these three,
was placed under the
supervision of the Department
of Mental Health for one year
after pleading guilty to the
charge.
Three former students,
j
Robert Hatcher, Lorraine J
Campbell Hatcher, and John
Lewis, pleaded guilty to the
possession of marijuana for
their own personal use and
were also placed under the t..
supervision of the Department I'
of Mental Health for one year.

went on to say that he hopes
to wrap up the drive before
Thanksgiving vacation.
Kirk M.
Kandle, a
sophomore working with
Kelhoffer on the project,
indicated that it might take
considerably more than the
2,000 names suggested before
the petition would have their
maximum effect with the
committee.

Learning Lab Offers Individual Work
■""tassoBP"
|*<»

What is the
Central
University College Academic
Counseling Learning
Laboratory? Among students
it is called simply the learning
lab which is designed to help
students build background in
subjects which are required
for college. The lab is located
on the second floor of
EHendale and has been in
operation for approximately
three semesters.
Mrs. Ann Algier, a full-time
faculty member on the staff,
explained, "One of the most
promising methods used here
in Programmed Instruction."
This method has been called
• the greatest advance in
education in fifty years.
P.I. allows students to learn

at their own pace, without
anxiety. The students know
when they have mastered the
subjects because they receive
immediate feed-back (answers).
Students at the Learning
Lab ' are taught, on an
individual basis, how to study.
They also learn to develop
vocabulary, how to benefit
from reading, and are
encouraged to participate in
class discussion.
To aid them in class
discussion, there are sessions
in. which the students practice
in small discussion groups at
the Learning Lab.
"Since a good picture is
worth ten thousand words, we
use multi-media approaches
(filmstrips, tapes, maps) to
enhance understanding of
literary and historical works,"
Mrs. Algier remarked.

The staff concentrates on
learning techniques, the idea
being that "anyone can learn
anything, at any time, if it is
presented in the right way," as
Jerome Bruner said.
There are four graduate
assistants: Mrs. Margaret
Foster, Diann Hutchins,
Barbara Catich, and Jim
Wallace; and one other
full-time faculty member, Mrs.
Mary E. Young, who utilize
these learning techniques.
In addition to the students
who are referred to the
Learning Lab by teachers,
there are many students who
come on their own,
self-referrals. Conferences are
held with these students to
determine their weak
academic areas.
After the conferences,
individual folders are set up

and students can come in to
work independently. They
pull their folders, look up the
assignment, and work at their
own pace. Self evaluation is an
important part of the
program.
"College students do not
read the newspaper often
enough. At the Learning Lab,
we encourage students to read
newspapers that give
summaries of all the news,"
commented Mrs. Algier.
In one group at the
Learning Lab the newspaper
was used to help students
learn to write essay question
responses. The students were
given articles to read and told
to react to them in one
paragraph. In the hall at the
center, there were magazines
of all varieties available to the
participants.

Another feature of the
Learning Lab is a Rapid
Reading and Study Skills
program scheduled every six
weeks. Other features are
tapes on books for foreign
students which are in English,
and Success Motivation tapes.
As Mrs. Algier stated, 'The
learning laboratory is tailored
to what the student needs."
Some of the students who
participate in the Learning
Lab commented on the
program. Tommy Hall said,
"It helped me plan my studies
and acquire study habits. I
had study habits but they
weren't working. I also started
using note cards for all my
classes and this really helped
me, especially in chemistry. I
got an A in chemistry and I
had never taken it before."
Tommy continued, "I

enjoy talking on the tape
recorder in relation to my
History class.
One student at the
Learning Lab remarked that
he now felt an obligation
toward himself, and also to
the school. He also said that
the program made him more
aware of his studies and that a
lot of people might not have
another chance in school if it
wasn't for this program.
Jody Curlis remarked that
the "attitude of the people
around the Learning Lab and
their desire to help is the most
helpful part of the program"
He added, "The Lab helps you
to accept responsibility and to
realize that you're a part of
the university and ought to
act like it." Jody believed that
he had improved his self
evaluation and his grades.

AN INTENT COED takes a French dictation in the
university's learning laboratory in EHendale Hall. Using
programmed instruction, the lab allows students to build
backgrounds in areas where previous instruction was inferior
or lacking
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Can't those guys
in Washington see
what they're doing
to the people in Vietnam?

Don't bother me now boy,
rm busy!

Editorials represent opinions of editors and not necessarily those of the University, faculty or student body.

.ftr»r»on Ferman

Convention Contrasts Problems

L.T.TJ. Fights
For Housing
Like many schools, Eastern requires all
undergraduate unmarried students under
21 to reside in university supervised
housing. This policy could soon come to an
end at Eastern and all other universities if
the student government at Louisiana Tech
University wins its court case.
The student government of LTU has
filed suit against the university to declare
enforced residency unconstitutional. The
university claims that bonding indebtedness
forces the policy. The student government
at Louisiana Tech bases its case on the
Fourteenth Amendment.
According to the Association of Student
Governments, the suit was defeated by a
single vote at the Federal District Court but
the student government at Louisiana Tech
has made an appeal to the Supreme Court.
If the student government wins its case,
tbf universities could be prohibited from
requiring residency in the futifre.
According to the Association of
Student Governments, Eastern Kentucky
University has filed a brief of sympathy
with the Louisiana Board of Education in
opposition to the LTU student government
case. Eastern appeared second on the list of
25 schools who seem to be in favor of
enforced university housing.
Eastern seems to be in a situation not
unlike that of Louisiana Tech. We have
plenty of university housing which must be
filled or money will be lost. Any further
building of university housing could be a
bad investment if the Louisiana Tech
student government wins its case.

A convention of college journalists and
publications advisers can be an experience.
When such people representing colleges and
universities from all over the country
gather, they bring with them a variety of
situations and problems which they feel are
common to no one else but themselves.
Last weekend in Minneapolis there was
such a convention-the 46 th annual
conference of the Associated Collegiate
Press and the National Council of College
Publications Advisers.
Dozens of sessions, panels, and peer
group discussions were scheduled
simultaneously and delegates went from
one to the other sitting in on whatever
interested them.
I have heard many gripes and many
problems at these sessions. I met editors
who are censored and controlled in every
way. One girl from a small school in
Wisconsin must show every piece of news
copy, every headline, every picture, every
outline, and every ad to the advisor-the
censor-before anything goes to the
printer.
Another editor from Pennsylvania has
his paper controlled by the student
government because they control the purse
strings. If he displeases them, they cut his
funds.
In one university in the East the
administration provides the money for the
school publication. They provide all the
money; there are no advertisements.
As editor of The Progress,. I face many
problems, to say the least, but my problems
seem small in comparison.
I strolled through the Student Union
building of the University of
Minnesota-through the part that would
compare to the area of our grill and
bookstore-and thought of the contrast
with Eastern.
We serve 9600 students; they serve over
42,000. Here I see tables set up by
fraternities, the navy and the marines. And
there I saw a table displaying Marxist
literature, a table promoting women's
liberation, and a bulletin board covered
with material telling the students all about
"Abolish ROTC" week.
I saw one of the best journalism schools
housed in a building comparable to Roark

Dorm Considered 'Educational'
One of the arguments advocating
mandatory residence on campus is that
dormitory life is an educational experience.
Perhaps, then it is possible to label the
activity as EDU 554.
Disregarding a fastidious air, the idea of
having to take advantage of the services
offered by the University is ridiculous.
Dormitories are an extension of state
services. How can a privately owned
corporation, designed to yield a profit,
compete with state project? The notion ■ is
absurd.
The only legitimate manner in which a
student under 21 can live outside of the

dorms, unless he is a Richmond resident, is
by creating such a damage in the dormitory
that his presence is no longer appreciated
by the University. It is a sad state of affairs
when students are only permitted to live
elsewhere when they behave belligerently.
The presence of an option concerning
residency might promote a high level of
dormitory maintenance through
competition with private enterprise, reduce
the amount of destructive activity in
dormitories, and reduce the amount of
disenchantment that some students feel
from an overbearing, unnecessary
regulation.

and Cammack, but it was a school with
real, live students and materials and the
experienced people that were needed for
high quality. The building itself didn't seem
to matter.
I saw students and advisers sit together
and discuss the current drug scene, ecology,
handling campus unrest, and the social
changes of our time at this convention.
These people were concerned.
And they went back to those tightly
controlled schools and those censored
newspapers and they will stand up for what
they believe-no matter what.
This is the trend that is all over this
country. Eastern's campus is not the only
apathetic one. Every delegate called his
campus apathetic and saw a constant fight
with the administration. But in their
opinion there was nothing worse than an
apathetic campus newspaper that did
nothing but cry apathy.

Readers Views

Girl Defends 'Mothers'
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.On Campus Situations

The article is to review the concert and not the
The invitation for the "beautiful people" (and they did
compliment us on being such a beautiful audience) made students, who Mr. Green degraded in his article by using
the concert an even better outing. By having the audience the term, "all the beautiful people," in a derogatory
Critic Gets Criticism
become a closer-knit group, the solidarity helped the sense. As for his usage of the term, "black performers," at
the end of the sixth paragraph, again 1 feel it was in very
"Friends'* give a more enjoyable program.
This letter is directed to Mr. Ken Green, in response to
Although a soul-dapping routine may take place poor taste and derogatory to any group performers, black /
his article in last week's newspaper.
during many concerts, if the audience had thought it to or white. I will not even attempt to comment on his
If the article about the Friends of Distinction was be so "nostalgic," they would not have participated. The "kiss-the-groupie act" which the "Friends" did because it
meant to be funny, then I fail to see the humor. In fact, I so-called "kiss-the-groupie act" seem to be quite agreeable is not worth my time.
found it monotonous and quite nauseating; I do believe to the audience, also.
The "transparent blouse" that Miss Gibson wore was
those were your words. It seems quite apparent that you
The farther along we read Mr. Green's article, this is no worse than the "transparent blouse" which Genya
don't qualify to judge what good music is or isn't
the conclusion that was reached-the writer (Mr. Green) Raven of the "Ten Wheel Drive" wore last year at their
For once this campus had the dignity to finally bring must not have been present at the concert. From this concert. All I can say is that if the blouse was worn to
here the type of music everyone enjoys, and you had the article, one would gather that the audience thought the gain the attention of the male members of the audience,
nerve, that's right, nerve, because that*s what it took the concert was so bad that they walked out, when actually she caught Mr. Green's attention (and he is a male).
musicians who in my opinion, (and it seemed to be everyone but Mt^-Green seemed to have had a jamming
I hope Mr. Ken Green learns i-JUgUe about "soul
everybody else's around me) were really getting down to time.
music" before he writes another soul jfiview, if that la
• I
the basic soul. Their rhythm and beat seemed to reach
Another flaw in Mr. Green's article was his obvious (at what you could have called it. I can assure you that the
into your inner soul and draw out any anxieties you had least to most of the black readers) racial inferences. Last "trite" article was not the concensus of the whole
before you stepped in thedoors. It made you sit back and year a white female performer (Genya Raven) wore a audience because I know a lot of students who .
relax because you knew this was going to be a biggy.
transparent outfit and was not attacked for her apparel thoroughly enjoyed the concert, and 1 was one of them.
Respectifuliy yours,
The next thing, you took upon yourself to criticize the Whereas, when Miss Gibson of the Friends appeared in
Thaddeus Smith
one,
the
writer
seems
to
condemn
her
on
moral
grounds.
singers themselves. I was one of those floor-sitters whom
17S
Beckham Hall
Mr.
Green
also
presents
the
"Friends"
as
animals
in
a
you pointed out to have been the only ones to enjoy their
(Editor's note: Three other letters were received from
monotonous tones. Man, I cease to disagree, those singers zoo when he says people "jumped down onto the main
that got out there on that stage Saturday night gave to floor to get a closer look at the black performers." Evelyn Cole, Harold Greene, and Scortie Greene. Space
tl
Eastern what no other performers who had ever been here Everyone has seen black people before, but it is natural would permit the publishing of only three letters.)
could ever match up to.
, for people to want to be able to know what the
entertainers look like and one could not see from a mile
Everybody's always asking what is soul. Mister, they
away in the bleachers.
were soul in full-dress. They captivated that entire
Since Mr. Green has demonstrated his incapability to
audience without even trying. I dare say, had they realy
write a fair and knowledgeable article on black artists, he
should refrain from doing so in the future.
presented the deepest of soul at that conceit we would
Michele McCrary
In response to the young lady of Case Hall's last week '
have all been floating on a height of rhythm for weeks to
addition
to The Progress, I'd like to take the extreme' step
Antoinette
Walker
come. They just gave you a sample of what we mean
of defending the opponent-for a change.
Wendell Stowers
when we say "we really be getting down."
This may be only my second year asa dorm counselor,
And 18 others
Soul music affects you like you are under a hypnotic
but I feel I can respond to Miss BaUard's letter, and
spell, pulling you more and more, under it's spell, and
Here at Eastern we seem to have some difficulty in
defend our housemothers even with limited experience. It
mister, that's exactly what each singer succeeded in doing.
getting
excellent performers (I said excellent) to come
seems that some of us forget that housemothers go
It seems almost unbelievable that you were the only one
and give a concert here. After last week's comments in though an endless day of bustling about, either because
who escaped the spelL
"On The Arts" by Ken Green, I will not be surprised if we need them to or cause them to.
,
The only explanation I could render for you would be
things do not get difficult for the Center Board. The
Yes, it seems that our college women are 'very
that you could not comprehend just what they
article (.an event Center Board members could have done
independent these days, and competent; in many esses,
recommended. I soundly suggest that in the future, Mr.
without) did not shade a true light on the concert by
they can effectively discipline themselves without due
Green, you practice your nonfunny jokes in your room,
The Friends of Distinction, who I feel are excellent
reprimand from dorm officials. But some can't impose
in your own privacy, and leave the judging of the quality
performers.
"personal restraints," so everybody else loses either their
of soul music to the beautiful people aa you seemed to
Mr.
Green's
review
of
the
"Friends"
concert,
I
privacy, study hours, security, sleep, or their temper,
think of us.
personally feel, was in very poor taste. Over the past few
Elaine Mack
because of those who "demand the right to do as they
weeks the "trite" review articles have become quite damned-well please."
"monotonous" to all who read "On The Arts," and I fed,
"It's rather ironic that we often, in an attempt to gain
Having read the article concerning the Friends of since it is not serving its designed purpose, it could be
so many "deprived rights," deprive others (including
Distinction's concert, we, the undersigned, were highly completely removed from The Progress.
housemothers) of their rights. I hope we're not losing
offended by the writer's display of ignorance in his
As for Mr. Green's comments, most of them were right of the reasons why we're here. Regulations do not in
attempt to give a critical analysis of musk of the black degrading to the performance at the Homecoming themselves "infringe upon our personal freedom," but
experience.
Concert. I wonder how Mr. Green can review a soul rather people themselves do. We so often forget the
Apparently, Mr. Green hat limited, if any, knowledge performance, if he goes expecting not to participate or to purpose behind action, as we're so engrossed with the .
of soul music when he called the pre-concert really feel the musk. His comment on the "nostalgic" action itself.
instrumentals monotonous. All of the brothers and sisters soul clapping, typical to "contemporary rock, especially
Because Eastern is one of the many institutions of our \
(and many others in the audience) felt a definite burst of soul," artists, shows his dim view of soul music and its society, bound amidst the dawning of what could possibly
performance.
I
feel
that
Mr.
Green
needs
a
"little
bit
of
soul rhythm which caused us to break out into the latest soul" himself.
be a completely new age, things will be changing' al
dance movements.
Continued on page 3
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around us, and we wBl be changing, too, in the process.
We are wise to use direction in "accepting and/or
revolting", for tomorrow will be reflection of today's
student values.
I hope that none of us will forget that there are many
factors stemming from tradition that we'll want to
possibly carry with us as we mold the society of
tomorrow. Even things as seemingly irrelevant as
dormitory or campus regulations are of essencefor we at
Eastern are in a sense a "unit" society. It will emerge
total if we aid in Its complex development, and do not
inhibit its development, in an attempt to nourish a
personal satisfaction.
In peaceful response,
Carol Hornsby
Burnam Hall

Flag Display Explained
This letter refers to your editorial of November S,
1970, entitled "Banners Wave but Droop in EKU
Neglect"
The Eastern Kentucky University Administration
charges the Military Science Department with
responsibility for coordinating and supervising the use and
display of flags by the University. I, therefore, feel
obligated to respond.
Public Law 623 (Title 36, U.S. Code), passed in 1942,
is the first formal codification of flag laws and regulations
"... established for the use of such civilians or civilian
groups or organizations as may not be required to
conform with regulations promulgated by one or more
executive departments of the Government of the United
States..." This somewhat generalized set of rules is
essentially the same as that developed by business men
and American patriotic organizations (Daughters of the
American Revolution, American Legion, Veterans of
Foreign Wars, et alH) in convention in 1923-a set of rules
derived almost totally from long established customs of
the Executive Branch of the Federal Government, and
particularly, customs of the Armed Forces.
I have reviewed that development briefly to make the
point that civilian practice with respect to flag display has
been related closely to military practice throughout the
history of our Country. Indeed, prior to 1942, civilian
practice was regulated only by convention, adoption of
mlitary custom, or, in some cases, by state law.
It is not at all uncommon to find civilian organizations
adhering more closely to the definitive flag laws and
customs of the Executive Branch of the Federal
Government than to the broad specifications of Public
Law 623. This is the case here at Eastern.
Eastern Kentucky University uses three types each of
the United States, Kentucky, and University flags for
display from exterior flagpoles. These and their
dimensions are: Ceremonial, 20' hoist by 38' fly;
installation, 10'hoist by 19' fly; and storm, 5' hoist by

iWfsy.
The United States storm flag is the size and type
uithorized by United States Presidential authority

expressly for display during inclement weather and for
display at other times when the available flagpole is of
insufficient height to accommodate the installation flag.
The dimensions of the Kentucky and University flags
conform correctly to those of the National Flag.
Although law, regulation, and custom permit display
of the National Flag at night under certain circumstances,
you were quite correct in criticising our failure to lower
the flag before the hours of darkness on November 1,
1970. Presently. Eastern's policy is to fly the flags only
during daylight hours. A decision to display the flag at
night would rest upon determination that the appropriate
patriotic effect could be achieved and that the display
could be illuminated properly.
Your interest in insuring appropriate use and display of
the flag is appreciated deeply. I hope that anyone who
observes anything seemingly amiss about the flags at the
Student Union Building, the Alumni CoHseum, and
Hanger Field will report the circumstances promptly to
the Military Science Department
Sincerely,
Joseph L. Pliant
Colonel, USA
Professor of Military Science
Courier-Journal Photo Dy Billy Davis

Boiler93%Efficient
'

No matter how many times the
performer has had the experience of an
opening night, there is something which
distinguishes it from other performances.
The reflections of the lights, the crispness
and newness of a costume, the feel of
makeup on the face, and the first applause
Dear Dr. Martin:
of an audience all combine to make this
I have your letter of April 2, 1970, enclosing copy of
night particularly memorable for the
State Air Pollution Commission regulation pertaining to
performers.
But what of the people who
emission from boilers. You ask that we run tests to
determine whether your boiler plant complies with this
worked behind the scenes to make the
regulation.
opening performance?
We do not have the equipment or the personnel to run
There is more to presenting a play than
such a tost It is a very difficult and expensive test and we
doubt whether anyone in Kentucky is qualified to run it mere performers. The preparations of a
other than the State Air Pollution Commission and the show such as You Can't Take It With You,
Jefferson County Air Pollution Commission.
/j\ " the/December production of the E.K.U.
There is no reason for anyone to believe that yo»u\ Pfavers. beeins several months earlier when
Players, begins several months earlier when

■-

plant does not comply with the State regulation. All of
your boilers are equipped with dust collectors having an
efficiency of 93%. We imagine that this was shown on the
registration from whicn you have undoubtedly received
from the State Air Pollution Commission.
We see no reason why you should be required to run
any tests or to change any equipment. If all boiler plants
polluted the atmosphere as little as yours our ah* would be
much cleaner.

■

Staff Photo by Marianne ROM

Angle On Art

Fred DeJaco and Cindy Russell, lighting
technicians, set and jell the lights to give
the proper changes during the course of the
play's action.
Sound Technician, Bob Lucas, operates
the myriad tape recorders connected to the
sound system and is responsible for sound
effects and musical cues.
Props are all objects handled by the
actors. The prop crew under Susan Carroll
and Dennis Holsclowmust obtain a list of
props used in each scene and make certain
they are properly placed on stage or in the
wings.
Perhaps one of the biggest jobs
backstage belongs to Cathy Henderson,
costume co-ordinator. From Professor Joan
Richman's designs she produces the
finished costume! At times this involves
making ,&e costume, borrowing from
another acting company, or renting from
Threatrical Supplies Companies.
The make-up crew, under Nancy
Roberts, makes an inventory of the
make-up at hand before the start of each
show. The director is informed of what
must be purchased. The crew must be on
hand to put on make-up, aid in changes

(Editor's note: In response to an editorial appearing in
last week's Progress regarding the emission of smoke from
the boiler plant, President Martin provided a copy of a
letter that he received last April 6 from E.R. Ronald and
Associates, Louisville, consulting engineers. The letter was
in answer to a request made by President Martin regarding
the compliance with air pollution regulations.)

■
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Play Action Begins Behind The Scenes

Upside down, inside out, or all around
modern art can be seen from any angle. This
worm's eye view of an Eastern art student at
work proves that art is art any way you look
at it.

the

director,

Mr.

Richard

A.

Beson,

Chairman of the Eastern Kentucky
University's Department of Speech and
Drama, prepares the master script,
complete with stage movement and floor
plan for the set and furniture.
Cathy Hornsby, Assistant to the
Director, works with the director during
the blocking (or setting of stage
movement), and watches the master script
while the director demonstrates the
movement wanted from the actors. She is
also responsible for taking critical notes of
the rehearsal during the weeks of practice.
Bob Butler, Production Manager, has
much the same responsibility as the
Assistant to the Director. The exception is
that he works mainly with the technical
director, Professor H^cg'lf^ilgy, whdfe in
charge of construction, lighting plot,
sound engineering, and all physical areas of
the production.
Merle Middleton, stage manager, has the
gigantic task of coordinating all the
different committees into an effective
working unit and seeing that each
maintains work pace.

■
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during the show, and clean the make-up
area following the play,
Gilda Harris, publicity director, is in
charge of having each actor and production
staff member fill out a publicity form for
the Eastern Kentucky Public Affairs Office.
The information is sent to the home town
newspapers. She also must see that
publicity pictures and billboards are
posted, design posters, programs, and
develop a publicity scheme for the play's
promotion.
S. Bryan Stanley, House Manager, has
the responsibility of numbering seats
before production, co-ordinating ticket
sales, and taking phone reservations. You
Can't Take It With You, a wacky comedy,
involves all of these components in
particularly tricky production
problems-can the props crew find a
printing press that will print money, can
lights and sound rig up a fireworks
explosion, can make-up and costumes
duplicate the male and female look of the
Bonnie and Clyde era? Without the
production staff no curtain would rise at
8:00 p.m. in the University Theatre on
December 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, and 12.

i
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"Pipe On Banking With Us"
TWO CONVENKNT tOariONS- HUH smn i m
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Soon To Bo In Towns Evorywhoro
Big Hill Ave.

Her rain-windbreaker jacket
repels water like off a
duck's back . . . and the
colors?? Great. Gathering at
the waist with elastic and
the pocket treatment, give
this rain garment the combo
of protection with a heap
of chic.

Call 623-9307
P"!

See Donuts Made
In Front Of
You - HOT - HOT
coupon
lOt Off

1

ON ONI DOZEN

|

CAKE D0NUTS

j

1141k

All Kinds Of Pastries
Salads Galore

i

Roast Beef - Turkey
Corn Beef - Bologna

Thurs.
9 til 9

AMERICAN MALE from CHIEF
is just that! This line of rugged,
masculine outerwear sets the
style and provides warmth to
give you that "Right On" feeling.
The leather number here is a
"heavy" looker.

Stye Htmirraitg S»l|op
BankAmericard • Mastereharge
623-9674

and

212 WATER ST.

Student Charge Welcome.
Jim Huth, Mgr.
^
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Dr. Wigley Studies
Rhine River Rocks
Dr. Perry Wigley, assistant
professor of geology at
Eastern, recently spent several
weeks with a group of
scientists reconstructing rock
conditions existing 280
million years ago in the Rhine
River \ alley of Germany.
Dr. Wigley joined 31 other
scientists representing eight
countries at a NATO institute
in Germany , studying the
Permian Age in the earth's
geologic history.
The institute was held
during the first three weeks in
August, with Maine and
Karlsruhe Universities in
Germany as hosts. Dr. Wigley

'Greeks' Visit Children
In Shriners' Hospital

was one of four participants
from North America.
The institute included field
trips throughout the Rhine
Valley, including the Black
Forest.

Equipped with smiles, good
will, and refreshments, the
pledge class of Beta Theta Pi
Colony of Eastern Kentucky
University aided by twelve
members of Alpha Gamma
Delta Sorority entertained
twenty children on October
29 at the Lexington Unit of
the Shriners' Hospitals for
Crippled Children.
Although last year the
pledge class of Alpha Chi
Alpha, who have since become
the Beta Theta Pi Colony of
Eastern, volunteered their
services to this Lexington
unit, this year will hopefully
mark the beginning of a yearly
tradition for all future Beta
pledge classes.'

Dr. Wigley said the
institute was "well
coordinated and brought
together scientists of different
backgrounds and nationalities.
Many new ideas resulted from
this approach.

"Detailed studies were
made of rocks in the valley,
enabling us to reconstruct
conditions during Permian
time and other similar
stru.-tural features, " he said.

Ifs ANDY's for Pino

The Lexington Unit is one
of twenty-two hospitals run

That's Out of this World
16 Varieties
Cheese
Onions
ANDY'S Special.
Sausage
Pepperoni
Kosher Salami
Beef.
Green Pepper.
Mushroom

880011

Tuna Fish

Shrimp

Anchovies
House Special.
E.K.U

Testing Ground
The three controversial millstones rest
comfortably on their new brick bases as the
fall leaves bare the ravine for the coming
#?
^JIT
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"We are all proud of our
new facilities," said Mr. Billy
Lockridge, Director of Safety
and Security.

■** ^$*^$$& '
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The new Security Building
on Kit* Carson Drive has five
offices and a lobby, a men's
locker room, and a two car
garage. Lockridge said that it
was a big change from the one
room office at the back of
Burnam Hall.
Pizzacated"
The change includes a new
staff member, Mr. Elmer
Stephenson. Mr. Stephenson is
in charge of auto registration,
assessments,
and
transportation. There are
facilities for a detective, but
110 Sortfc Second Start
HMM 4234400
so far none has been hired.
Security has also added a new
1971 maroon cruiser.
Security moved their
Matching shirt and tie seta areperfect
1 ,otl|uwTjueg4y an.d
ay and " President
and tapered body. Daoron® polyester/
Martin was there to visit them
cotton. Fashion colors. "VQQ
on the first day. "We have had
some visitors and we would

WE
DELIVER

^y

'Turley' Living Demands Versatility
,

Security Changes Location

i^Q IF^VflillP*'
Wm W$&WK*$

-u* «■»

ANDY'S

Pizza Palace

like for anyone to come in
and see us," said Lockridge.
Assessments can now be
paid at a drive-in window on
the Brockton side of the
Security Building. The
entrance to the drive-in
window is on John Hanlor
Drive. Assessments can be
paid from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
Lockridge stated that they
could use more staff members,
but they have been unable to
find anyone. Several students
work as clerks, some of them
are law enforcement majors.
There are nine parking
spaces in front of the new
building. Seven of these spaces
are for security staff members
and two are for anyone who is
there on business, but they are
limited t,6. fifteen minutes.
With the new drive-irt window
no one needs to park unless he
has some question about bis
assessment.

Children who are being
treated at Shriners' Hospitals
are able to continue their
education while there. One of
their activities is the
publishing of a newspaper,
"Shrine HilL" The children
are the reporters and they

also put the paper together.
The patients of the
Shriners' Hospitals are limited
to children fifteen and under
from financially disadvantaged
homes. There is no charge to
the patient's family for
hospital or transportation.
J
J esse e
B a Id r i dge,
Recreation Director of the
Lexington Unit, extended his
thanks to everyone who came
saying, "Everyone in the
hospital is glad to have the
members of Beta Theta Pi and
AlphaGamma Delta come and
spread cheer to these afflicted
children." He added, " We can )
always use help in the
entertaining of the children
here and we're thankful for
groups who will give up fheir
time for the pleasure of these
young people."

Staff Photo by Thomas D. RMdoH

winter months. The newest ravine addition
was completed only last week.

VMSSE&1*'

M

by the Shriners for crippled
and burned children
throughout the country. The
states served by this unit are
Kentucky, Tennessee, West
Virginia, Ohio, and Indiana.
The orginal unit opened in
1926 with a capacity of
twenty
beds was expanded
in 1955 to its present capacity
of fifty beds. They have a
hospital staff of thirty-four
doctors, a number of salaried
teachers, and volunteer
workers.

"The front door will never
be locked again," Lockridge
said, "Someone is on duty
365 days a year. It's necessary
that we be on duty at all
times, even when no one else
is on campus."

Sorority Rush
Begins Nov. 23
Sorority rush registration
will begin November 23
following an open house to be
held on November 22. The
open house is open to all
women who might be
interested in Greek rush.
Registration will, be held,in
Dean Ingles' office, on the
second floor of the
Administration Building
where a $2 clerical fee also
must be paid.

Turley House sits by itself,
between Walters Hall and the
Ramsey
Building.
Occasionally, a girl will be
seen in the front yard,
sweeping leaves from the front
walk. Smells of cooking and
the whirr of a vacuum cleaner
sometimes come from the
house.
This is the testing ground
for Home Management
Residents. Five girls, all
seniors and all home
economics majors, five and
work together in Turley
House for five weeks, applying
the theories that they have
learned in lecture courses.
"It's like a five week long
test," sighed Christine Green,
adding final touches to a
centerpiece. "You really find
out if you're cut out to be a
homemaker."
"There were a lot of things
I didn't know how to do,"
confided Linda Higgins, deftly
operating a massive ironer.
"All of this modern
equipment is realty an
education in itself."
'
The** are five botfrJbns
' that the girls fill during thenstay at Turley House: hostess,
assistant hostess, housekeeper,
waitress, and cook. The
hostess plans meals, shops for
food within a budget, creates
centerpieces for the table (ten
are required each week), and
generally supervises the house.

The assistant hostess helps
the hostess by setting the
tables and assisting in meal
planning.
"The housekeeper keeps
house," grinned Linda Pack,
one of the two married
students in the residential
home managing program. She
keeps order in the house,
making sure that everything is
neat and ready to receive
visitors at a moment's notice.
The cook prepares the
meals. "She gets up at 5:45 in
the morning to have breakfast
ready at 7 a.m.," said Sandy
Ratliff. "We all think that's
the hardest thing to have to
do, when you're the cook."
The waitress serves the meals
and generally assists the cook
in clearing off.
There are certain
drawbacks to each job.
Francis Tallent, housekeeper
for this week, dreads sweeping
off the front sidewalk.

"People look at' you so
strangely," she said. "I feel
like a real weirdo. They make
cracks like, it'll all be there
again in the morning' and
stuff like that."
"I think changing duties is
the hardest," Miss Green laid.
"Once you get used to one
job, you're switched to
something eke. I guess it /
keeps us versatile, though."
When asked to compare
dorm life to fife in Turley
House, Miss Higgins replied,
"It's a lot quieter here,
especially on Sunday
afternoons. You can get a lot
more done in a lot less time."
Sandy Ratliff interrupted
with a grin, "You have to get
a lot more done. You don't
have as much time as you do
in a dorm. This course is part
of your everyday life. In a
dorm you don't get graded on
how you live."

nkii-umty
Accounting Club
The Accounting Club will
meet on Monday, November
16 at 7:30 p.m. in the Ferrell

USE OUR LAY-AWAY

Room of the Combs Building
to have pictures made for the
Milestone.
On Tuesday, November 17,
the Accounting Club will
make an all-day tour of the
public accounting firm, Ernst
& Ernst in Louisville.

Store Hoars 8:00 to 9:00 pan. Sunday 1-6 p.m.
College Democrats
Bert Combs will speak to
the College Democrats on
November 18 at 6:30 p.m. in
the Ferrell Room
Christian Student Fellowship
Christian Student
Fellowship will have a mixer
on November 13 in the Ifule
Barn at 7:00 p.m.
Veteran's Club

tt\»he*'

Must be 10 years old or older to register.
May register one time each day until Christmas.
Will be given away at 4:00 p.m. December 24.

BLUE GRASS HARDWARE S&T No. 2
Richmond Plaza

Grand Opening

From November 16 tq 19
the Veteran's Club will have";
an exhibit in the hallway of
the Student Union Building in)
front of the bookstore so
students may send Christmas
cards to soldiers in Vietnam.

RICHMOND
DRIVE-IN THEATER
4 Miles South on U.S. 25 Beret\
Road -Phone 623-1718
FRI. SAT-SUN.-7:15 P.M.

of

Its

AGORA

Goodtime Glee*
and Super Joe

off campus student center

doin what they

Come down Tuesday night
and see
\\

ADRIAN

//

from 7:00-9:00
FOLK SINGERS WILL PLAY FROM 9:00 - 12:00
ADMISSION $1.00 AND YOUR EASTERN ID.

.tMLWUilS*.

NVRWUWO

—J0I

TtCHMcaar ArttntKue BCTUW Di«

PARKING AVAILABLE BEHIND KROGER

eniunfi

201 EAST IRVINE

THE
MOLLY
MAGUIRES

.Open Monday-Thursday — 7:00-12:00
*P
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Heteropods Dance For Fun
and I let them do what they
want Usually they suggest the
dances they'd like to work on
and I schedule them in." Miss
Crossfield pointed out that in
this way the group met its
third objective which is to let
the students make the choices.
Heteropods is timed
toward those people in social
dance classes who need an
opportunity to practice.
Heteropods was initiated this
year for dancers with some
experience.

Recreation. Though it is not a
national organization, there
are many such folk dance
Heteropod, which is now
groups on universities across
an archaic word, means both
the nation.
feet but now this word has
Not an established club
become the name of a group
because there are no
of students interested in
established officers or dues,
international folk and square
the membership fluctuates but
dances who have organized a
there are usually 10 to
club.
people present each Thursday
The first and foremost
from 9:30 to 10:30 p.m. in
objective of the Heteropods is
Weaver Dance Studio.
to have fun. Secondly, the
The Heteropods begin their
members want to learn as
meetings with simple fun
many different kinds of folk
dances such as the alley cat or
and related dances as possible.
HYPER Sponsorship
the boss nova. They try to
Miss Joyce Crossfield, the
learn at least one new dance
The club is sponsored by each week. Since school began
graduate assistant who
co-ordinates the groups the Department of Health
they've been practicing such
activities said, "It's their club Physical Education and
dances as the Teton Mountain
Stomp, Good Old Days, Jessie
Polka, and Ten Pretty Girls.
Miss Crossfield said that
the Salty Dog Rag was the
most popular dance with the
group because it was "fast,
fun and hard.
We work on
■■■■■■■
it every week," she said,
Staff Photo by ScMey Cox
"because it has a lot of
schottische steps in it. The
basic schottische step is a run,
run,
run, hop and it is really
Sharon Bryant fondles a mongolian gerbil in the learning
Society,
she
was
expected
to
Fifteen students majoring
fun
to
do."
laboratory
in the Moore Science Building. Sharon and other
preside
at
the
organizational
in political science met
Equal Representation
students use the laboratory to study new materials and
Monday night to become meeting Monday, but in
methods for teaching the sciences.
The group is usually
charter members of the unexpected absence was
Political Science Club. A replaced by James Pellegrinon, represented equally with both
constitution approved at the a senior from New Boston, sexes. It is not necessary to
meeting, allowing membership Ohio, and past president of come in couples. As Miss
Crossfiled explained many of
of students majoring or the Student Association.
Spiser had said she favored the dances are either line
minoring in political science
of any undergraduate formation of the club, since dances in which everybody
classification, is subject to the Polity Society is an dances in a singel line or
approval by the Faculty honorary and is thus limited circle, or mixers in which you
Alpha Gamma Delta
the Chamber of Commerce,
Senate at its December in membership. She hopes continually swith partners. In
and James Shannon, Jr., a
meeting before the group will that the new club will be able the novelty dances like the Sorority and Phi Delta Theta
to make suggestions regarding bosa nova each person is his Fraternity sponsored a door
member of the Board of
be officially recognized.
science own partner. As yet the group to door collection on October
Directors of the Telford
Rick Drake, a sophomore the political
for the Telford
Center.
from Monticello and curriculum, which can go has had only one night of 2 1
co-author of the constitution, through two representatives to square Wanting because before Community Center. A total of
Shannon expressed his
sa)d he hoped that the the Arts and Sciences you can square dance you sixty members were involved
thanks
to the members of
organization could become a curriculum committee, who have to be familiar with the in the drive.
Alpha
Gamma
Delta and Phi
They collected six large
spokesman for political are chosen by members of the calls.
Delta
Theta
and
explained to
It has been suggested that boxes of food, four bags of
science students, especially in Polity Society.
the
group
exactly
what the
the Heteropods sponsor a clothing, four bags of toys,
regard to the political science
Telford
Center
does.
The
and
one
hundred
dollars
campus wide folk dance. Miss
curriculum.
It was also decided at the
Center's
main
purpose
is
to
which
will
be
used
at
the
Crossfield said that street
He also stated in the meeting that Mr. Paul
give
underprivileged
children
a
center
for
underprivileged
dances were one way of
meeting intentions of the Blanchard and Miss Jane
place
to
go
where
there
is
a
children.
meeting
the
current
trend
of
club, which will meet Garganus, both of the political
pleasant atmosphere. At the
These things were collected
taking the art of dance to the
monthly, to have speakers and science department, be asked
Center
the children participate
people by way of the from the Richmond area.
programs of interest to to serve as advisers of the new
in
such
activities as sewing,
Connie Dills, a member of
environment
political science students.
club. Any political science
cooking,
recreation,
and other
Miss Crossfield called the Alpha Gamma Delta, said,
Sandy Spiser,
a senior students interested in joining
hobbies
the
children
might be
Heteropods an enthusiastic "The citizens of Richmond on
from Cincinnati, expressed her the club should contact
interested
in.
the
whole
were
very
generous
bunch who are willing to learn
support for the organization. Sandy Spiser through the
The Center is comprised of.
new things and willing to and willing to help."
As President of the Polity political science department.
a
central
building (where the
Karen
Wisher,
representing
share what they know about
children
learn
skills), a library,
Alpha
Gamma
Delta,
and
dance with others. She said,
a
brand
new
gymnasium, a
Mike Miltko, representing Phi
"two
"acre
field,
and a
—W raattt ^R ffff *gnHH fflff ^ff 9881 -.-.8! "I*
participation but I wish there Delta Theta, presented the
playground.
They
have
a
and
other
were more people involved in money
membership
of
one
thousand
contributions to Howard
it"
children.
Colyer, Executive Director of
PY KITTY DYEHOUSE
Organizations Editor

Students Organize
Poly Science Club

Woman's Best Friend

Greeks Collect Fund
For Telford Center

V
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Players Search For Props
To Be Used In Presentation
You Can't Take It With
You, an American comedy
of the 1930's, is now in
rehearsal for December
presentation at the Pearl
Buchanan Theater.
Members of the production
crew are scouring the
Richmond-Lexington area for
replicas of imperial jewelry,
1930 printing presses, silver
Ann Miller tap shoes, a discus,
income tax invasion summons,
and a roast goose with orange
sauce.
Dr. Richard Bessos,
director of the comedy and
chairman of the Eastern
Department of Speech and
Drama explained, "By
researching props which are
authentic, the Players learn a
valuable theatrical lesson-that
rooms reflect the personalities
of the people who live in them
and the era in which they
live."
You Can't Take It With
You,
involves production
problems such as, can the
prop crew under Susan Carroll
and Dennis Holsclow find a
printing press that will print
real money or can the crews
of Cathy Henderson as
costume co-ordinator and
Nancy Roberts in make-up
accurately duplicate the male
and female look of Bonnie
and Clyde and can lights and
sound rig up a fireworks
explosion?
Many people work behind
the scenes to make the
opening performance possible.
Several months ago Dr.
Benson prepared the master
script (complete with stage
movement and floor plan for
the set and furniture. He then
cast the play and selected a
student production staff.
Cathy Hornsby is Assistant
to the Director. She works

The Kenne Orator is held in
honor of professor William
Kenne, long time member of
the English Department.
Held in honor of Charles
Weaver, former member of the
Board of Regents, the Weaver
Oratorical is open to all
undergraduate men. It also
offers a cash prize and the
opportunity to compete in the
state oratorical contest for
men.
Applications and contest
rules are available in the office
of Mr. Peter Schneider,
Cammack 108.

UNIVERSITY
CENTER

Welcome
Eastern
Students
and
Faculty

i

WCB

1110 Radio
\-

HOME COOKING

■

BOY SCOUT
TROOP 376
Will conduct its annual

PANCAKE &
SAUSAGE FEED
from

6 A.M.—6 P.M.
Sat.—November 14
In the Community Room of the
Kentucky Utilities Building
200 E. Water St.

(across from Post Office)

RICHMOND
PLAZA

'■II

DOWNTOWN
2ND/MAIN

■-

'i,

SHAMPOO
7 Of.

VENTURE

Stocktons
Dfu&s

DRESSING

JOE MILLER

CONTACT

HAIR

LENSINE
SOLUTION

GOLDEN RULE CAFE

60cc

AQUA VELVA
AFTER

We ere known for good food.

South F irst Street

Eat To Your Heart's
Content For Only $1.00

BRECK

You Are Always Welcome at...

623-9969

Tired Of The Same
Old Cooking?

•1-iB Valu.

FOR YOUR
DRUG STORE NEEDS

Horn of delicious Homemade Bread

entrances, and exits of
performers.
Fred DeJaco and Cindy
Russell set and jell the lights
to give proper illumination on
stage while Bob Lucas, as
sound technician operates the
tape recorders and is
responsible for sound effects
and musical cues.
You Can't Take It With
You, concerns the " stormy
days of the American
Depression and the hilarious
attempts of the Vanderhof
family to cope with the
country's economic set-backs.

3 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

Oratory Deadlines Near
Monday, November 16 is
the deadline for submitting
applications for the 1970
Keene Oratorical Contest for
Women and the Weaver
Oratorical Contest for Men.
preliminary rounds for
both contest will be held on
November 18 with the final
contests on November 20.
The Keene Oratorical
Contest is open to all
undergraduate women with
the winner receiving a cash
prize of $12.50. The winner
will then proceed to the state
oratorical finals for women.

with the director during the
blocking, watches the master
script and takes notes during
the weeks of rehearsal. The
Production Manager, Bob
Butler works mainly with the
technical director, Professor
Hoarce Kelley on
construction, lighting, plot,
and sound engineering.
Committee co-ordination
and backstage movement
during the
actual
performance is the
responsibility of Merle
Middleton, Stage Manager. He
is also responsible for the cues
for lights, sound, curtains,

623-3248
BEST 6F LUCK,

SHAVE

COLONELS

8)4 oz.

BUY YOUR

MADISON
BANK

CHRISTMAS CARDS
NOW

MENLEY * JAMES'

4te
%

4*
CLAHt0L%j

CO,
*

I
I
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MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

I

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

2 CONVENffNT LOCATIONS:
HAIH STRUT

*T

and WATER STRUT

Quantity Rights Reserved

Prices Good Thru 11/16/70

YARDLEY

|

White Quantities Last

L.
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Eastern Regains Top Spot In OVC

iPUTi

BY MARK SMITH
Progress Sports Reporter

•V JACK MOST

|

mncMtss *M«i fc-*<*

In Sports Anything Happens
The old adage, "any team can beat another on any
given Saturday," came true down at Bowling Green
last weekend and what was a flicker of hope for an
Eastern football title now has burst into a roaring
blaze.
In case you have not heard, Western was upset by
Middle Tennessee, 17-13, and that Hilltopper loss
coupled with Eastern's 20-13 win over Tennessee
Tech has vaulted the Colonels back into first place in
OVC standings.
The Middle upset came as quite a surprise. Most
observers of the conference race had almost conceded
the title of Western since they had beaten Eastern
three weeks ago. The only team that was said to have
a chance at derailing the Toppers was Murray in the
last game of the season for each team.
But, anything can happen in the world of sports
and thank heavens it happened last Saturday.
The race was not over yet by any means, but the
Colonels are certainly in a favorable position with
only one conference game remaining. They host
Morehead on Nov. 21 in the last game of the regular
season. Eastern travels to Terre Haute, Indiana this
Saturday to play Indiana State.
Eastern has a 5-1-0 OVC record while Western has
a 4-1-1 slate and East Tennessee is also in the running
with a 3-1-1 mark. The Colonels have to win the
Morehead game to take the title unless Western and
East Tennessee lose. It's that simple.
If attitude and revenge motive ever had a place in a
football game it would have to include the Colonels'
state of mind concerning the Morehead team. Eastern
coach Roy Kidd, his staff, and players remember last
years game at Morehead when the Eagles beat Eastern
23-11.
If the Colonels' attitude is any reflection on how
they will perform on the field, then the Eagles had
just as well save themselves a trip down here because
Eastern will put the quietus to the birds of Morehead.

Still Time To Sell Tickets
The Benefit Game for the Century Fund is
drawing near but there is still time for the school
organizations to join in the ticket sales. Remember
the Progress is going to present a trophy to the
organization turning in the largest gross ticket sales.
Plus there will be 50 reserved chair-back seats for the
winner.

•

:;

The Eastern Colonels and
the Middle Tennessee Blue
Raiders can be counted on to
engage in a surefire
donnybiook when they meet
on the football field.
But for the second time in
four years the Raiders have
been on the best of terms with
the Colonels because they
again upset Western, 17-13, to
put Eastern in the Ohio Valley
Conference driver's seat.
Of course, Eastern
wouldn't be in its lofty first
place position had they not
rallied in the second half and
defeated the Tennessee Tech
Golden Eagles, 20-13, last
Saturday at Cookeville.
After tieing Western 14-14
in 1967, the Colonels had to
rely on the Raiders to beat the
Toppers, 16-14, to enable
EKU to win the OVC crown
and eventually go to the
Grantland Rice Bowl.
History Can Repeat
Now, with only a victory
ov«f Morehead needed,
history again can repeat itself.
For a team which had lost
four straight before the
contest, Tech proved to be an
unexpectedly difficult nut to
crack as they fought back
from a 13-3 first quarter

dificit to a 13-13 half time
deadlock against the Colonels.
The climax of the Eagle
resurrection came on a four
yard run for a touchdown by
quarterback Dave Fair and a
32 yard field goal by Butch
Gentry.
Tech took to an early lead
on a 33 yard Gentry field goal,
but their lead was short-lived
as Colonel quarterback Bob
Fricker and tight end James
Wilson collobarated on a 47
hard bomb and Jimmy Brooks
padded his OVC scoring lead
with a 76 yard punt return
that gave the vistiting Eastern
squad their 13-3 quarter lead.
Brooks' tally gave him 66
points for the season.
Nicholson Recovered Fumble
After the Eagle rally
knotted things, the game
became
relatively
stagnant-until defensive end
Mike Nicholson recovered a
Tech fumble.Fricker then led
the Colonels to the winning
score 54 yards and eight plays
later when he fired his second
scoring toss of the game to
flanker William Wright. A
scoreless fourth period insured
the 20-13 EKU win and first
place in the OVC.
Quarterback Bob Fricker
led the Colonels by

completing eight of 13 passes
for 143 yard and two
touchdowns. Eagle signalcaller Fair also had a good day
by hitting seven of 14 passes
for 101 yards.
Eastern again had an off
day with the rushing statistics
as the Eagle ground game
outgained the Colonels,
225-57. Back Bill Hasseld led
all rushers with 86 yards in 16
carries (5.4 yards per carry).
Jimmy Brooks led all
Colonel rushers but again had
an off day, gaining 33 yards in
13 carries (2.5 yards per
carry). Brooks now has 806
net yards on the ground and
needs only 194 yards to attain
his goal of 1,000 yards for the
third consecutive year.
Larry Kirksey led Colonel
pass receivers with 37 yards in
four catches. Tech's Jim
Bishop snagged three tosses
for 59 yards.
Gaebler Has Good Day
Eastern punter Tom
Gaebler had his finest
afternoon by booting six
punts for an average of 46.5
yards per punt. His longest
punt covered 71 yards.
Defensively, EKU was led
by Tackles Wally Chambers
and Eddie Huffman;
linebackers Ed King and

BY JIM KURK
Progjess Sports Reporter

be easy. The Sycamores of
coach Jerry Huntsman will be
Besides the obvious gunning for a winning season;
shakeup in the OVC standings a victory would enable them
which Middle Tennessee's to finish the campaign with a
shocking upset of previously 6-4 mark in what they
unbeaten Western caused, it considered to be a rebuilding
has increased the importance year.
of Eastern's final
Last Saturday, the
non-conference battle of the Sycamores had a four game
season this Saturday winning streak stopped in a
afternoon against Indiana 17-7 loss to Central Michigan.
State at Terre Haute.
That string included a 17-8
Since the rejuvenated victory over powerful Akron,
Colonels now find themselves then the third ranked team in
alone at the top of the heap in the NCAA college division
conference standings, they ratings, and a 61-0 thrashing
have an excellent chance to of Butler.
wrap up a bid to the
Lost 21 Lettermen
Grantland Rice Bowl, but a
league championship doesn't
State has managed to
necessarily assure them of the accomplish this with a squad
berth.
that lost 21 lettermen from
Because the overall record 1969, of which ten were three
of a team is also important in year starters and fifteen were
determining Bowl game regulars last season. Among
participants, the game with these graduates were five
State has changed from a
school record holders.
relatively meaningless affair
Eastern and Indiana State
into an important step in the
have
met three common
Colonels' suddenly revived
opponents.
Both teams have
hopes for post-season action.
lost to Western Kentucky,
while State has lost to two
Record In Sight
If they can win their final teams which the Colonels have
two games to finish with a 9-1 beaten, Eastern Michigan and
record, their chances for a bid Ball State. However, the losses
will be strengthened to Eastern Michigan (25-21)
and Ball State (28-26) have.,
considerably.
A victory over State won't been narrow. Other State
victories have been over

Eastern Illinois (28-18),
Evansville (20-7), and Illinois
State (28-7).
Junior' tailback Gary
Brown, who is the leading
scorer among all Indiana
collegiate teams with 11
touchdowns, spearheads the
Sycamore attack. Brown has
already tied the State single
season records for both
touchdowns and points. Since
nine of his 11 touchdowns
have come on plays covering
more than ten yards, he is
certainly a threat any time he
gets his hands on the ball.
Have Strong Ground Game
The strong ground game
also features senior fullback
Jesse Ealy, ' a tough,
experienced performer, and
Milt Allen, who has led the
squad in rushing yardage for
much of the season despite
the exploits of the explosive
Brown.
State has been guided by
two quarterbacks for most of
the season, Roger Voorhis and
Ray Vokish. Vokish, a junior,
has shown considerable
improvement in recent games
and will probably get the
starting nod Saturday.
Defensively, the Sycamores
are led by senior tackle Ken
Man waring, and cornerback
Kent Drew, an All-American
candidate.

Sorority

•

Gift Items

their OVC showdown with
Morehead this Saturday when
they travel to Terre Haute,
Indiana to take on a
non-conference foe, the
Indiana State Sycamores. The

Sycamores, 5-3, have \^on'
their last three games in a row,
one of which was a 17-8 win
over then nationally ranked
Akron. Game time is .JkOO
p.m.

Colonels Face Tough Indiana State
In Important Non—Conference Game

Go at out for Burger Queen

Fraternity

James Croudep; and end Mike
Nicholson. Croudep led the
team in tackles with nine
while Chambers' five assists
was tops in that department.
The Colonels warm up for

Staff Photo by Larry Bailey

BOB FRICKER looks for a receiver as he
sets up for a pass in Eastern's homecoming
game with Murray. Fricker has led the
Colonels to victories in their last two games.

Eastern now stands at the top of the Ohio
Valley Conference standings after its 20-13
win over Tennessee Tech and Western's loss
to Middle Tennessee 17-13.
—-

Bob Fricker And Croudep Head
Coaches Weekly Award Winners
Bob Fricker, Colonel
quarterback, has been selected
for the second consecutive
week at the Renegade back of
the week and heads the group
picked by coach Roy Kidd
and his staff. James Wilson
and Larry Kirksey were
named the Renegade linemen
.of. the , week while ,James
Croudep and Mike Nicholson
were tabbed as the
Headhunter back and lineman
respectively.
Fricker once again gave an

Johnson, Weston
Lauded For Play

The offensive and defensive
players of the week released
by the Ohio Valley
Conference commissioner's
office are Mike Johnson, of
Austin Peay, and Jerry
Weston, East Tennessee.
In his first start' at
quarterback for Austin Peay,
Johnson, a freshman, got the
Governors rolling and led
them to a 45-7 win over
Murray State. He completed
nine of 21 passes for 81 yards
and two TD's. A third
touchdown pass was nullified
by a penalty.
Weston, one of East
Tennessee's fine defensive
backs, won defensive back
honors for his work in the
Bucs 13-7 win over Morehead.
Western's 60-yard punt return
for a TD provided the go
ahead points. He made 10
'^tackles and six assists.
^ Two Eastern players that
received honorable mention
are Bob Fricker and James
Croudep.

outstanding passing
performance. He completed
eight of 13 passes for 143
yards to two touchdowns. In
his last three games, Fricker
has hit on 21 or 34 passes for
305 yards and three TD's.
Last week he earned the OVC
player of the week for the
first time.
ZffiMtfl*
He is currently fifth in
total offense among OVC
schools.
Tight end, Wilson, a 6-1,
2 10-pound junior, and
Kirksey, a 5-10, 161-pound
split end, were praised. Wilson
caught a screen pass and
rambled 47 yards for Eastern's
first touchdown, while
Kirksey had four receptions
for 37 yards.
Kirksey has now caught
eleven passes in the last two
games for 114 yards.
Croudep, a sophomore
linebacker, and 6-4,

222-pound defensive end Mike
Nicholson were the defensive
standouts in the Tech contest.
Croudep collected nine
tackles and 11 assists and
dropped the passer for a loss
late in the game when Tech
was desperately trying to
score. Nicholson had eight
tackles, three assists, and
recovered a fumble.
Special mention was given
by the Eastern coaching staff
to the punting of junior Tom
Gaebler. Gaebler, who played
at Bourbon County High
School in Paris, punted six
times for 279 yards for an
average of 46.5 yards per kick.
His last punt traveled 71 yards
and backed Tennessee Tech
up to its own five-yard line.
Gaebler is currently second
in the OVC punting statistics
after eight games. He has
punted 48 times for an.
average of 39.5 per kick.

After The Game
Come

To

THE
COLLEGE
SHIELD

BURGERO >QUEEN
Open TO 12
Sunday thru Thursday
Friday Til 1:00
Saturday Til 2:00
BIG HILL AVE. ON U.S. 25

13th Thru 20th
Any Sandwich and Fries
or
Chicken Dinner
FREE 15c Drink
Welcome EKU Students A tobacco growers

Paul S. Jans.n rYesents:;7fc* ftffflff SfeiW
National Life A Accident Insurance Co.
trwi 4th 1»"|<1< Co'r.limAtiOn Con,,,any in the World

H:ATURI:S.
1. Unique Personal Cash Value Insurance with emphasis on saving you $$
2. Comprehensive Disability Protection.
3. Outstanding Accidental Death ft Dismemberment Benefits.
4. A Multifold Guaranteed Insurability Agreement.
5. Package Benefits for your family.
6. Premiums deferred until after college completion
7. Full coverage while in military service.
These are sonic ol the reasons why over K.UOO.(MH) Americans confide in us. Let me
help you plan your future wisely and jjhv you continued service to your complete
satisfaction. Phone 623-672*.
____________
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PBR's Capture
Football Title

Rifle Squad To Shoot
In Tourney Saturday

Staff Photo by Schlay Cox

WOMEN'S LIBERATION can be seen growing and in an
unusual place. The Eastern Rifle team now has women on the
squad, four to be exact. Pamela Barker is sighting her target in
a recent practice session. The team will'compete in the Walsh
Invitational Tournament thai Saturday in Cincinnati

ovc
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' SCOREBOARD
1970 OVC STANDINGS
.

w

Eastern
Western
East Tennessee
Middle Tennessee
Morehead
Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay
I Murray

Conference
All
WLT
WLT
5 1 0
7 1 0
4 1 1
6 1 1
3 1 1
6 1 1
3 2 0
6 2 0
3 3 0
4 4 0

1 4 0
14 0
1 5 0

3 5 0
2 6 0
3 5 0

Points
OFF.
OPP.
160
84
197
69
113
64
151
85
140
98
101
163
109
198
120
174

Last Week's OVC Scores

;

!

Eastern-20 at Tennessee Tech-13
Middle Tennessee-17 at Western-13
East Tennessee-13 vs. Morehead-7
Austin Peay-45 vs. Murray-7
Trris Week's OVC Schedule

:

Eastern at Indiana State
Butler at Western
East Tennessee at Middle Tennessee
Tennessee Tech at Austin Peay
witi Evamville at Murray .
Kentucky State at Morehead

MllllJ

I...I.

Staff Photo by Marianne ROM

Now, What To Do
i

Larry Kirksey, Eastern's split end, seems to be looking for
somewhere to go after making this reception. Kirksey has
Caught 11 passes during the last 2 games for 114 yards. He now
ranks sixth in the Ohio Valley Conference pass receiving
statistics.

Eastern's rifle team, with
four matches under its belt, is
looking forward to The Walsh
Invitational Tournament in
Cincinnati, Ohio, tomorrow.
"Our scores have been
improving 20 points per
match," said Captain Ron
Brooke, coach of Eastern's
rifle team, "and even though
losing our match against
Western, we scored 40 points
higher than any other match."
Eastern has IS students
actively participating on the
squad, with a 10-man first
team.
"We compete in the
Kentucky-Ohio Intercollegiate
Conference, and of our first
four matches, two were
against a couple of the top
five teams in the nation," said
Brooke.
Brooke was talking about
Murray and Tennessee Tech,
both losses for Eastern.
However, Eastern does own a
victory over Middle
Tennessee.
Eastern competes in a
50-foot gallery and each man
shoots a .22 long rifle.
Each match is a three

position match ana an
international target of 300
points per man is used. Each
man has 10 shots per
position-prone, standing, and
kneeling-and each shot is
worth a maximum of 10
points.
Eastern had a match with
highly touted Tennessee Tech
and made 1235 points out of
a possible 1500 but were
beaten.
Against Western, senior
Tony Gruelle led the Eastern
squad to a score of 1275 by
firing a 268. Freshmen
shooter Harry Hensley was
next with a 244.
Both men and women
students are shooting for
Eastern this season. Lettermen
returning include Gruelle,
co-captains David Carpenter
and Richard Englehardt,
Michael Orem, David
McMillen, and Malcomb Witt.
First-year members of the
squad include Frank Ulery,
Glenn Haeberlin, Mike Beard,
Mark Lawler, Hensley, Judy
Deaton, Bonnie Rogers,
Pamela Barker, and Kathy
Begley. .

Garfield Smith:

BY AL CLARK
Cincinnati, Ohio-It wasn't
too many years ago that
students on Eastern's campus
and in surrounding areas had
the opportunity to see a
professional in the making.
Professional basketball is a
booming business-both from
the monetary side and fan
popularity. The name of
Garfield Smith may one day
be added to the immortals of
the professional court game
with the likes of Wilt
Chamberlain, Willis Reed, and
Jerry West.
Smith played for the
Colonels and finished his
eligibility in 1967-68. In his
final campaign with the
Eastern court squad he was
the nation's second leading
rebounder and an unanimous
choice for All-Ohio Valley
Conference honors.
Played For Armed Forces
After touring the world
with the Armed Forces
Special Services basketball
team and being selected as
the best amateur player in the
game, Smith was signed to a
multi-year contract with
Boston Celtics by General
Manager Arnold "Red"
Auerbach.
Last Saturday the Celts
made their initial visit of the
season to the Cincinnati
Gardens to tackle the Royals
and Garfield, of course, was
with them.
"There's just absolutely no
life in the world like that of
the professional athlete,"
Smith said. "It's just great to
be here.
The professional game is
to different from anything
else I've ever played. In
college and even while touring
with the Army team, I was
able to use such things as the
power layup and in most
instances just plain brute

MOTION PICTURE
ATTRACTIONS
November 12 - Thursday
A MAN CALLED HORSE
Richard Harris, Judith Anderson
GP

«**■••»*■**•"

Basketball' had up their sleeves. Meadowlark
Lemon used a good 'hook' slide to evade the
tag of catcher Curley Neal. Jackie Jenson
gives the safe call.

'It's just great to be here''

strength. But here it's l we really can't afford to put
too many youngsters in the
completely different.
"The competition is good, lineup at one time.
no, it's great, and the other
"Smith is a very mobile
players in the league are just
center. At one time he used to
at strong, and in many be an overpowering player,
instances, much stronger than but this is changing. We've
I am. I've had to learn about a been working with Smith
different game of basketball. quite a bit with the finesse of
This game of basketball is now the game. He's an apt pupil
called finesse. If you don't
and is learning quickly.
"He shoots and rebounds
have it, you won't last, so
very well. He will certainly be
you've just go to learn about
it."
an asset to the Boston
Finesse Is Big Problem
organization," Heinsoln said.
So far in the professional
Heinsoln High On Him
career of Smith the finesse
Whereas Heinsoln is high
"thing" seems to be Garfield's on the Campbellsville native,
biggest problem "I know I'm Smith himself is critical of his
learning more all the time," situation. "I'm a little
Smith said before the disappointed in myself at this
Saturday evening encounter. time," he said; "but sooner or
"J was starting Ior the cjub J^.IJWfflW l'm,R<H?» JP he
during the exhibition season." able to do the job. I think it's
Celtic Coach Tom Heinsoln just a question of fitting into
was not shy when talking the club and getting used to
about Smith. "He's going to everything.
be one helluva player in this
"I'm not the least bit
league one of these days," discouraged by my not
Heinsoln said in the visitors' playing right now. I had my
dressing quarters..
chance early and was doing
"Garfield has got a lot of real well, then I got hurt. I
guts. Perhaps in another year know my second chance is
he would have been starting coming," he said, "and when
with the Celts, but right now it does, I'm going to be ready

Richmond
One-Hour Cleaners

November 23 • Monday
NORWOOD
Glen Campbell, Kim Darby
Tisha Sterling, Carol Lyntey
G
Selected Short Subjects all
programs • Ticket Office
OPENS 7:00 p.m. - SHOW
STARTS 7:30 p.m.
AdmiMk>n-75c - Children
(under 12)-50c

and I win take advantage of
it."
Smith's boosters don't stop
with Heinsoln. Johnny Most,
one of the most respected
mike-men in the basketball
business, had some nice things
to say about the former
Eastern star.

ever forget it.
Both Heinsoln and Most
agree that it's only the
beginning for Garfield Smith
and there is a definite future
for him in the NBA.

"It's hard to explain to a
parent that the intramural
program is an educational one,
when their son is laid up in a
hospital and forced to miss
classes. We studied the
problem and decided to do
what all the other schools
around the country did that
had this problem. We took the
contact out and replaced it
with screening," according to
Wayne Jennings.
Screening is defined as "an
offensive player maintaining a
position between the
defensive player and the man
with the ball." Many players
were upset over the change of
rules and protested, some even
threatened to not play. The
games did go off and a study
is being made as to the success
or failure of them.

"He's a real fine offensive
player. He's got the instincts
around the basket like not too
many other rookies at this
stage," said Most. "Right now
I think he's a little nervous
about a lot of things, but he
will overcome that in the near
future, I'm sure. The only
other thing I think Garfield
has to do is get the real good
timing back. When, he does,
he'll be a great one." -. gMU
Garfield now drives a 1971
Eldorado. The big time may
be within the grasp of the 6'
10" center, but still Smith
remembers his Eastern
Kentucky buddies and asked
about them at length. "I sure
miss Richmond and the
school," he said. I loved it
there and I don't think I'll

if i
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EAT LIKE

featuring
*lii ilfail-lif*

Mil IIINJJIKj
Watch for our Specials
Mon., Tues., Wed.

MOST in Dry Cleaning
Plus a 3-HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY
eaea *~~.

Two Drjve ln

"

423-3f3f

Windows

SPEND ONLY
PENNIES!

311 W.

Bisotti's

Home of

How To Plan
To Pott Graduate

SECURITY
PROGRAM!

the
Big Brother

Fresh
Strawberry
Pie

Making Mg plant for the
yean ahead? Then it's a
food Idee, to remember that
DMte
Financial
Security
should be part and parcel of
koae plans. HI be glad to
Kve you the facto on how
a Insurance can help

George Ridings. Jr.
CLAOS or left
NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

Lnxaa Bldg.. Mar Hal Ava

_

HAMBURGERS . . . .each 15c
CHEESEBURGERS .
. .20c
CHUCK WAGON
35c
FISH SANDWICH ..... 30c
HOT DOGS
20c
CONEY (Homemade Chili) . 30c
FRENCH FRIES (Not Frozen) .20c
DRINKS
(Coke, Root Beer, Orange) . 15c
MILK SHAKES ...... .20c
C

Restaurant

November 20 A 21
Friday A Saturday
ACE HIGH
Eli Walach, Terence HiO
Kevin McCarthy GP

"AN INCREDIBLY REVOLUTIONARY FILM...
THE MIND CAN RUN RIOT!" The NYU Ticker

The Harlem Globetrotters thrilled a
crowd of nearly 6,000 last Thursday night in
Alumni Coliseum. The baseball game was
only one of many routines the 'Magicians of

November 13 A 14
Friday A Saturday
Chartton Heston, Linda Harrison,
James Franciscuf
Maurice Evans G
••••••
November 16 A 17
Monday A Tuesday
MISSISSIPPI MERMAID
Jean-Paul Beimondo
Catherine Denevue GP

"DISNEY'S GREAT PIONEERING VENTURE IS
THE SEASON'S HIT REVIVAL!'' Newsweek

Safe At Midcourt

Ex—Colonel Now Playing For Celtics

BENEATH THE PLANET
OF THE APES

THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE

BY DOUG VANCE
Progress Sports Reporter
Woody Hayes probably
wouldn't have recognized it,
and it's doubtful Paul 'Bear'
Bryant would have figured it
out, but as Andy Griffith put
forth in his famous recording,
"What it was, was football."
It was the intramural
departments flag football
championship for the
Independent and Fraternity
Leagues. For the many that
braved the windy cold air to
watch, it was apparent that
the game was a little different
than what they were
accustomed to.
The games were similar to
past games in that the
penalties and arguments that
were always affluent. PBR's
took the Independent
championship by defeating
the GFO's and Delta Upsilon
took the Fraternity trophy by
downing Sigma Nu, 12 to 0.

•
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BURGER BROIL

Open • a.m. to If p.m.

WEST MAIN ST, NEXT TO GATEWAY
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Frosh Writing Lab

Dance Concert Set
For Coming Week
The Eastern Dance Theater
will present "An Evening With
Edgar Allen Poe" on
November 18 and 19 at 8: IS
p.m. in Hiram Brock
Auditorium. All the dances
will be based on works by
Poe.
Bev McKee, junior member
of the Eastern Dance Theater
said, "This year we decided to
take an idea which every one
would know about. Last year
when in the spring we
presented 'The Zodiac Dance
and Orpheus Translucent', we
felt that most of the people
just didn't quite understand
what we were trying to say."
For the first time short
animated movies have been
ordered to be shown after
every two dances. "The
movies will portray Poe's
stories so that the audience
can follow the plot and will be
more in the mood to watch
the dance," said Miss McKee.
Also a first is that the
concert program will include a
brief description of the
sequence of events in each
dance so that the audience
will be able to understand it.
Eight girls dressed in
costumes of the Spanish
Inquistion will perform a
dance portraying Poe's "The
Pit and the Pendulum", and
Claudia Cruse, Debbie
Delduca and Jo Ann Jeffers
will present an interpretative
dance of "The Tell Tale
Heart." Each girl
choreographed her own part
for this dance.
"The Premature Burial" is
a solo dance to be presented
by Leslie Smith, a freshman
from Louisville. To an
environmental record
featuring the sound of the
ocean, Jaque Brown, a drama
and speech
major has
choreographed a dance for
Poe's poem "Annabelle Lee."
Professor Chiscolm will read
the poem as Bev McKee

The proceeds from the
concert on November 17 and
18 will be used to send
members to conferences and
to bring in professional
groups. For the last two years
the Eastern Dance Theater has
co-sponsored the Lucas
Hoving Dance Company of
New York with the Kentucky
Fine Arts Council.
"An Evening With Edgar
Allen Poe" has been in the
planning stages for two
months with most of the
members putting in from
three to six hours of practice a
week.

Scorsone Out
Continued from Page 1

agreed to send the letter. Glen
Kinder's suggested to run a
"shuttle bus" from the Begley
Building to central points on
campus. His motion was
tabled.
Due to the time change,
the campus movies have been
changed from 8 to 7:30 p.m.
Jo Ann Hariston asked that a
letter be sent to "the proper
officials" requesting that the
time of the movies be
rescheduled to the original 8
p.m. Miss Hariston's letter will
also be sent.
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Improves English Skills!

dances.
Kathy Tate, Beth Nutty
and Vickie Carney will
interpret one cut of "The Fall
of the House of Usher" as the
girl Madeline locked in the
coffin is trying to scratch her
way out.
As the poem "Alone" it
read aloud, Paula Bowlin of
Richmond will perform a solo
interpretative dance with
whispering movements.
The Eastern Dance Theater
traditionaly gives two dances a
year but this year, they are
hoping to do more. la
October they presented a free
dance concert in the ravine.
Miss McKee said that they
were very pleased with the
turn-out and hoped to do
another concert in the spring.
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Staff Photo by Schlay Cox

Sign Of The Times
A Kentucky Utilities workman installs
letters on the by-pass side of the Hanger
Field scoreboard announcing the
Eastern-Morehead game on Nov. 21. After

Western's loss to Middle Tennessee last week,
the Colonel-Eagle clash looms as the game
which will decide this year's OVC champion.

ISA Club Helps Provide
nt Inter—relation
i

.

president of the club is Larry
Hopkins of Louisville.
In discussion of the ISA's
four major objectives Miss
Infantino said that they tried
to hold many social meetings
to promote the friendly
association of members.
Another objective of the ISA
is to hold cultural or
educational meetings to
promote knowledge of the
cultural aspects of the world.
According to Miss Infantino
the ISA is also interested in
undertaking service projects.
"A most important
objective of ISA is to direct
attention to problems
confronting students from
other countries in their
attendance at the university,"
said Miss Infantino. She
defined the most obvious

"Some foreign students are
isolated. That's all they do is
go to classes. We have the
International Student
Association meetings so they
can inter-relate more with the
Americans," said Blanca
Infantino, vice-president of
the ISA, in discussing the
purposes of the ISA.
Miss Infantino is a native of
Colombia and has been in the
United States for three and a
half years. She continued,
"Because of their culture,
some foreign students are
completely different from the
American students.
Sometimes the American
students misunderstand us."
There are 60 foreign
students on campus and
approximately 30 are active
members of the ISA. The
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problem as the differences in
languages and cultures. She
especially pointed out the
necessity of adjusting to a
faster paced way of life.
Miss Infantino discussed
the way the ISA served
individuals. "If someone
wants to learn about foreign
countries and cultures being in
contact with the native people
would be the most beneficial
and in ISA you may do just
that."
Miss Infantino added, 'The
truth can't usually be learned
through books. They're
usually propaganda. Miss
Infantino expressed regret
that so few people knew what
the ISA was all about. They
held an all campus tea last
month which she said went
well except not enough people
came.
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Freshman Composition,
known for many years as the
nuisance of many beginning
college students, has a new
purpose and approach for 110
Eastern students who are
enrolled in the writing
laboratory.
The lab is part of a
remedial English program
designed for students who
have weak backgrounds in
grammar and writing skills.
Students get credit for English
101, and may take the course
for two semesters.
Mrs. Doris Sutton, in her
second year on the Eastern
faculty, is the Lab Instructor.
She is aided by a graduate
assistant. Mrs. Sutton keeps
her lectures to a minimum and
follows a tutorial approach
which allows students in the
lab to work at their own rate.
And that's what her students
seem to like the best about
the lab.
"You're free to do just
what you're capable of doing
at your own time. We're in
class for one hour every day,
so we keep up our interest,"
said Marilyn Kavanaugh, a '70
graduate of Madison Central
High School in Richmond.
"You do your work on
your own," she added, "and
what you learn you really do
learn for sure." Miss
Kavanaugh went on to say
that she is sorry her
experience in the Lab must
end in December. "I think it
might be a good idea to have
all students, even those who
are more advanced, be
required to take the Lab
course. You learn the things
that you haven't learned
before," she concluded.
Debi Hurst, a freshmen
from Coraopolis,
Pennsylvania, agreed with her
fellow students that an
advantage of the Lab is the
personalized course pattern.
"You're not rushed and
there's not a lot of pressure,"
she said. "The way it's set up,

you do things on your own,
and I've picked up a lot that I
didn't get in high school."
All students interviewed
said that they would like to'
continue in the Lab for
English 102, as did Tom
Boggs, an Alexandria
freshman.
Tom
pick ed out
punctuation as a weakness of
his own, and noted how his
experience in the Lab has
been designed to improve bis
writing. "You can work at
your own speed and you can
always have help." He added
that he is receiving more
personal help in his English
class at Eastern than he did in
his high school English.
All work done in the Lab is
done under the supervision of
Mrs. Sutton. The 110 students
are divided into S groups that
meet daily and students are
allowed to move from group
to group.
The Writing Laboratory'is
not an entirely new idea. It
originated on Eastern's
campus as a result of the
efforts of Dr. Clyde J. Lewis,
Dean of the Central University
College, and former Freshman
Composition Chairman Dr.
Bert T. Bach.
The Lab is under the
general direction of Dr. John
M. Long, the present
Freshman Composition
Chairman. The Lab is also the
office of Mrs. Sutton, who has
been given complete freedom
in registering and scheduling
students, as well as in
organizing the course itself.
"It's difficult to project the
definite results of the course
at this early date," Mrs.
Sutton, who lives in
Lexington, told the Progress.
The lab will be in operation,
with the possibility of
expansion in the future
becoming more of a reality as
the success of the lab becomes
more apparent.
Mrs. Sutton cited only one
real disadvantage. "It's
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difficult to keep track of the
progress of the students," she
said, a factor which is vital in
order for students to receive
the maximum benefit of the
lab.
Having had the experience
of teaching high school
English, while also having
taught at the University of
Kentucky in Lexington, Mrs.
Sutton feels her job as Lab
Instructor to be rewarding,
especially in getting to know
her students well.
While she indicates having a
close relationship with her
students and enjoying her
work in the lab, the lab
students feel that the teacher
herself is a major factor in the
success of the Lab course.

President
Presented
Award

1
I

Dr. Robert R. Martin was
presented the first annual
Joint Alumni Council of
Kentucky Award for
"Significant Contribution to
the Joint Effort of the Alumni
Associations of the State
Colleges and Universities in
Kentucky." The presentation
was made at the annual
meeting of the council last
week at Morehead State
University.
___,—
Dr. Martin was the featured
speaker at the dinner meeting
which highlighted the two-day
affair.
In his address, the
president outlined some of the
problems facing the
universities today. In his
comments, he complimented
students as "sincere although
immature, and the most
wonderful group we've ever
had."
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SUPERBLY DETAILED
STINCTIVELY HANDSOME

PRE-CHRISTMAS DELIVERY
THE UNIVERSITY STORE

THE RECOGNITION PEOPLE

UNIVERSITY
New Hours
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Eastern Kentucky University
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